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Press Release  
Stockholm, 30 October 2016 

TalkPool acquires Dutch-based Camouflage in line with its 

partnership expansion strategy 

TalkPool AG acquires the Dutch company Camouflage B.V. together with its local JV partner Cejege 

BV. TalkPool pays 500,000 euro for 65 percent of the shares in Camouflage. The acquisition of 

Camouflage marks the first step in TalkPool’s previously announced committed plans of 

expansion.  

Camouflage specializes in telecom equipment camouflaging in the BeNeLux markets, with market 

leadership in Belgium and the Netherlands. Many local telecom network operators turn to 

Camouflage when they need modification of the appearance of telecom equipment. Most of the 

current work is for normal 4G macro sites but the deployment of small cells is increasing. 

Furthermore, new technologies such as IoT and 5G will increase the number of sites deployed, 

especially in cities and towns.  

 “This deal is important to us as it is the first time we enter into a new market through an acquisition 
with a local JV partner. Camouflage is addressing a niche that we can offer our network clients in all 
markets. Most of our M&A efforts are in the direction of high-tech IoT system integration, but this is 
proof that we’re able to find hidden gems in the mature segment of network services. We’re also 
eager to increase our market presence in Europe and this is a step in that direction”, says Erik 
Strömstedt, CEO of TalkPool.  

The deal values Camouflage to 900,000 euro, which is 2.8 times the EBITDA for 2015. The owner of 

Camouflage will receive 800,000 euro as consideration in cash and 100,000 euro as earn-out, 

depending on the performance of Camouflage during the coming six months. The local partner 

company Cejege BV., which is managed by TalkPool’s Board member S. Schroeder, buys 35 percent 

of the shares. Camouflage had an EBITDA of 33 percent and net margin of 25 percent in 2015, and 

the acquisition will improve TalkPool’s consolidated profitability. Camouflage’s revenues of 2015 

amounted to approximately 960,000 euro and TalkPool believes it can assist Camouflage to grow 

through an increase in international presence. The acquisition proves that TalkPool is able to expand 

its network services business into new markets in highly profitable niches at reasonable cost. The 

founder, current owner and manager of Camouflage, Peter von Brunschot, wishes to leave the 

company after a transition period. The new owners, TalkPool and Cejege, will form a new Board of 

Directors, which in turn will appoint a pre-qualified Managing Director.  
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